Your Thirteen Moon calendar is a Magickal playing Board! The key is the new names of the days of the week. Each of the new names represents a radial plasma. A radial plasma is an electrically charged particle with telepathic bonding properties.

Each plasma is represented by a seal and one of four colors: red, white, blue, yellow.

Every seven days make seven plasmas make one week. Each Moon there are four weeks, 28 days, 28 plasma cards to play.

**Each week is also one of four colors:**
- **Red.** First week.
- **White.** Second Week.
- **Blue.** Third Week.
- **Yellow.** Fourth Week.

Red and White, Blue and Yellow are Analog colors
Red and Blue, Yellow and White are Antipode colors
Red and Yellow, Blue and White are Occult colors.

Since the plasmas are electrically charged particles, their charge changes according to the color of the week.

**Red Analog Week:**
Analog charge days 1-3-5-7, Occult charge days 2-4-6.
Analog Charges in Analog week are double positive.
Occult Charges in Analog week are hidden treasures.

**White Antipode Week:**
Days 8-14, all Antipode charges
Antipode Charges, Yellow and White plasmas 1-3-5-7, double challenge. Antipode Charges, Red and Blue plasmas 2-4-6, modified challenge.

**Blue Occult Week:**
Days 15-21, Occult charge plasmas, 1-3-5-7, Analog plasmas 2-4-6.
Occult Charges in Occult week - find your hidden powers.
Analog Charges in Occult week - reveal your hidden treasures.

**Yellow Unified Field Week:**
Days 22-28, all Unified field charges. Plasmas 1-3-5-7 Unifying powers; Plasmas 2-4-6 Binding powers.

Plasma Colors of the day are constant; colors of the week are constant.

- **Red Week:** Red days 2 and 6 are exalted;
- **White Week:** days 10 and 14 are exalted.
- **Blue Week:** day 18 is exalted;
- **Yellow Week:** days 22 and 26 are exalted.

One of 260 kin codes each day; each kin is also one of the four colors every year the kin colors of one week perfectly match the day constant colors:

- **Yellow Seed years:** first week.
- **Red Moon years:** second week.
- **White Wizard years:** third week.
- **Blue Storm years:** fourth week.

All other days of the week any year, find the plasma-kin relations - Analog, Antipode, Occult or Unified field, modified by the color of the week - Feel the enriched qualities of the new time - one plasma, one kin - a new charge!
The seven Radial Plasmas are for creating a new reality every day, every week, every Moon, every year. This you can only do if you are following the Thirteen Moon/28-day calendar. This calendar is actually a tool for helping you focus your love and your light in a perfectly harmonious way. Playing the practical Time Magick of the Thirteen Moon/28-day Plasma Cards is just about the highest way you can focus your love and your light to create a new reality.

Think of the Thirteen Moon calendar, the one in your hand, as a hologram of perfect harmony - which it is. You are now going to learn how to use this hologram to focus your intention on building a new world where telepathy is both the most efficient way to communicate and to spiritually build a new reality where love and harmony are the only way!

The first three plasmas every week create one sensory quantum. A sensory quantum is the building block of making something real in your imagination. The fourth plasma every week is for catalyzing the first three and the last three plasmas into a time atom. A telepathic time atom is the imaginal construct for creating your vehicle of time travel. Remember telepathy is faster than the speed of light!

The last three plasmas every week create one telepathic quantum. One telepathic quantum joined by the catalytic plasma to one sensory quantum is what makes a telepathic time atom - one sensation plus one telepathic thought form makes one time atom.

Four time atoms per 28-day Moon are stored at the center of the Earth as one Master Time Molecule.

As you build this Time Molecule, Moon after Moon, it functions like a telepathic savings bank, storing your time travel credits. When you are ready you may go to the Time Molecule at the Center of the Earth and take out your telepathic time travel credits and use them to prepare your telepathic time travel vehicle. But first you must learn how to play the 28 plasma cards, one each day, seven per week, 28 per moon. And they are played in a variety of ways. This is because each card is a storage unit with a number of levels of information already coded into it.

Read one card a day. Build a seven plasma week. Build the four types of each plasma. Create and follow the Double Charges. Master the seven chakras of your light body four different ways. Find the planets in your chakras. Send your light body to the center of the Earth. Heal your planet. Help create your planet’s rainbow body... Time travel from the four towers to Uranus and the Center of the Earth. Become a galactic Mayan. Learn to Close the Cycle in a state of peace, love and harmony...

Now each day study the daily plasma card along with the Radial Matrix Playing Board and the 28 Cards Storage Unit Information Guide. Use the Index to deepen your understanding. You are now enlisted in the 7:7::7:7 Time Travel Flight Training Program. It will take you farther than you can think! Imagination - it’s faster than the speed of light!

---

**7:7:7::7:7 - 28 Plasma Playing cards - Information Tables for Reading Your Cards on a Daily Basis Cube Code**

Six days a week make six sides of a cube. The seventh day becomes the magical center of the cube. Six radial plasmas code one each of six sides of the cube. Each day you put up one side of the cube. Then, on the seventh day, you go inside of it and put the seventh seal in your heart center. Become a radial plasma cube, four times a Moon! Remember, a Cube is a perfect form of creation. To put yourself inside a plasma cube is help perfect your own form and being.

Here is the Cube Code:

**Top,** Yellow Dali + **Bottom,** Red Seli + **Front,** White Gamma
= One Sensory Quantum complete

**Back,** Blue Kali = Catalytic agent

**Right,** Yellow Alpha + **Left,** Red Limi + **Center,** White Silio
= One Telepathic Quantum complete
There are four Cubes every Moon:
- Red Analog Cube, First Week;
- White Antipode Cube, Second Week;
- Blue occult Cube, Third week;
- Yellow Unified Field Cube, Fourth Week.

One Cube equals one interconnected Sensory and Telepathic quantum. This is all it takes to make one Time Atom. One Time Atom is the Earth's way of activating and storing time. When you create the four different types of Sensory quanta and four different types of Telepathic quanta every Moon, you are actually functioning as a cell of the Earth's mental field or noosphere. Imagine thousands of people activating the noospheric quanta every week of every Moon! This is how Earth's mental field awakens into consciousness!

**Time Atoms and Master Time Molecule**

If you study the back of Cards 7, 14, 21, and 28, you will find the Time atoms at the center of the inverted Telepathic Time triangle. You see that each time atom has seven points corresponding to the seven radial plasmas. On the seventh day of each week when you have completed putting yourself inside the plasma cube, then visualize the corresponding Time Atom as an etheric structure running through you that connects the top bottom and two sides of the cube. Once you have visualized it, then send the Time Atom to the center of the Earth.

Each Time atom you send to the center of the Earth is your time credit storage unit. At the Center of the Earth they form one Master Time Molecule every Moon. It is this Master Time Molecule that integrates the information of the four time atoms so that at the appropriate future moment you may go to the center of the earth and retrieve your stored time credits now integrated into a master Time Molecule which will then be used to make the “engine” of your Time Travel vehicle. But to do this you must master the higher level course on the Law of Time, called the 260 Postulates of the Dynamics of Time.


When you send the Unified Field Time Atom to the center of the Earth on the 28th day, you go with it, and there you can see how the Time Molecule is constructed.

On the North polar axis, is the red Analog Time Atom. On the South polar axis is the blue occult time atom. Then perpendicular to these, and opposite each other like two paddle wheelers of a steam boat are the white antipode and yellow unified field time atoms. While the red and the blue time atoms hold the polar axis at the center of the earth, the white and yellow maintain the gravitational plane of the earth. In this way transformed into a Master Time Molecule the plasmas of fourth dimensional time help stabilize the earth, simultaneously functioning as the Universal Time Credit Storage Bank. While only deposits may now be made to your account, it does accrue interest. Sometime after the beginning of the Yellow Cosmic Seed year, 2005-06, notice will given regarding withdrawals.

**Dot-bar Code table**

In case you haven’t yet learned about it, the dot bar code is easy to learn. The dots are written on a horizontal line. One dot equals one, two dots equals two, three dots equals three, while four dots equals four. Five is a bar. Ten is two bars. Fifteen is thee bars. Six then is written as a bar with one dot above it, seven as one bar with two dots above it, and so on. Eleven is then two bars with one dot; sixteen three bars with one dot. Nineteen is written with three bars (15) with four dots (4). The 20 position is written with a galactic zero sign with one dot above it. 21 is one dot above (= 20) with one dot below (=1); 25 is one dot above with a bar below...
Moon Value Table
Each of the four weeks per moon has a different “Moon Value.” The “Moon Value” is based on the principle of fractal time compression.

Any form or number that becomes a ratio for greater or smaller equivalences of itself, always remaining constant is a fractal. The new calendar is based on four perfect seven day weeks per moon. That means that each week of seven days could be a compressed time fractal based on the power of seven, hence fractal time compression: a seven day week can be just seven days, or it could be a cycle of seven moons, seven years, or even seven katuns - a 20 year cycle. That’s exactly how it is with the 7:7::7:7.

The Moon value refers to how many Moons are compressed into one day.

The 7:7::7:7 mystery play is based on four sets of fractal time compression cycles which all relate to Mayan prophecy and the Closing of the Cycle, 2012-13. Here are the four fractal time compression cycles which code the Thirteen Moon Calendar, along with the corresponding Moon Values

**Week One:** Week of the Seven Katuns of the Book of Seven Generations.
Prophecy of the Thirteen Moons is established.
**Fractal Time Compression Cycle:** AD 692-830 (Long Count dates 9.13.0.0.0 -10.0.0.0.0)
The Last Seven Katuns of Baktun Nine, the Great Cycle of History, BC 3113-AD 2012.
**Fractal Time Compression ratio:** One day = one katun (rounded off to 20 years x 13 Moons per year) = 260 Moons.
**Moon Value:** 260

**Week Two:** Time of the Prophecy of the Thirteen Moons
**Fractal Time Compression Cycle:** The Seven Years of Prophecy, 1993-2000
**Fractal Time Compression ratio:** One day = one year = 13 Moons.
**Moon Value:** 13

**Week Three:** Time of the fulfillment of the Prophecy of the Thirteen Moons
**Fractal Time Compression Cycle:** The Seven Years of the Mystery of the Stone, 2004-2011
**Fractal Time Compression ratio:** One day = one year = 13 Moons. Moon Value: 13

**Week Four:** Closing the Cycle.
**Fractal Time Compression Cycle:** The Seven Last Moons of the Thirteen Baktuns of Prophecy, 2012, plus the Seven Mystic Moons to Launch Timeship Earth, 2013.
**Fractal Time Compression ratio:** One day = one double moon = 1 Moon doubled.
**Moon Value:** 1 Mystic Moon value: 1

On the back of each of the cards for the fourth week is the extra Mystic moon value. By fractal time compression, each day of week four is one Moon before the cycle ends and one Moon after the cycle ends. (Also see radion table)

You will note the Moon value is progressively cumulative by its own value. If you look at card two, you will see that Moon value is not 260, but twice that much, 520, until you get to the last card for that week where the Moon value is 1820, or 260 x 7. The same is true for the other weeks as well. Weeks two and three advance their Moon Value by 13 Moons per day, while week Four only advances by 1 Moon per day + 1 Mystic Moon per day. You should study the Moon value of each of the plasmas in their four variations and you will find some interesting number magic.

You might ask: What is the value of a Moon value? The weekly accrued Moon values are your time travel credits. These credits are loaded into the four weekly time atoms, which are then stored at the center of the Earth. Every four weeks you accrue 2016 Moon value time travel credits - that is 288 x 7, or 144 x 14. 144 is a magic number, and is known as the “harmonic of light.” When 144 is doubled as 288 this refers to the bipolar light of the North Pole and the South Pole. This means that your time travel credits are the equivalent every Moon of 7 bipolar pulsations of the harmonic of light. It is these pulsations that are necessary to “propel” your time travel vehicle - when you are ready! (See: Radion Value)
**Code Kin**

Each week is coded by one “Code Kin,” shown in the lower right hand corner of the front side of each card. The Mystic Moon value, however appears on the lower right hand corner of the backside of the Week four cards. The code kin is determined by the weekly Moon value as it accumulates each week and corresponds to the Kin of that number. (See: Moon Value Table)

**Week One:** Moon value 260, Code kin = Kin 260, Yellow Cosmic Sun
(Highest kin number, so week two starts 260 unit kin over again).

**Week Two:** Moon value 13, Code kin = Kin 13, Red Cosmic Skywalker

**Week Three:** Moon value 13 plus week two 13 = 26, Code Kin = Kin 26 White Cosmic World-Bridger

**Week Four:** Moon value 1 plus Week Three Accumulated Moon Value 26 = 27, Code Kin = Kin 27

Blue Magnetic Hand **Week Four:** Mystic Moon value 1 plus Week Four accumulated moon value 27 =28, Code Kin = Kin 28, Yellow Lunar Star

**Planet Index:**

Each card is coded by a planet represented on the front side of the card by a hexagon and a color in the center of which is the Plasma seal and its color. It is the relation of the color of the planet and the color of the seal that determines the plasma charge for any card. (See Color Code) The planets are indicated by either a GK (Galactic-Karmic energy flow towards the sun) or an SP (Solar-Prophetic energy flow from the sun). There are ten planets including the asteroid belt, Maldek, the destroyed planet. Each planet has two colors, one for the Galactic-Karmic flow and one for the Solar-Prophetic flow. Note that day 1 is Galactic Karmic Earth, because that is where you are and so that is where you begin the 28-day journey. Follow the cards each day and you follow the flows. Notice that after day 6, Solar Prophetic Earth, day 7 takes you to Galactic Karmic Neptune. Then days 7 through 28 follow the planetary flows, ending on day 28 at Galactic karmic Uranus. (See “Tower Cards” for more information). Also notice that for each planet the color pairs are all analog.

### Galactic Karmic Flow
- Pluto-yellow Day 26, Alpha
- Neptune-red Day 7, 27, Silio, Limi
- Uranus-white Day 8, 28 Dali, Silio
- Saturn-blue Day 9, Seli
- Jupiter-yellow Day 10, Gamma
- Maldek-red Day 11, Kali
- Mars-white Day 12, Alpha
- Earth-blue Day 1, 13, Dali, Limi
- Venus-yellow Day 2, 14, Seli, Silio
- Mercury-red Day 3, 15, Gamma, Dali

### Solar Prophetic Flow
- Pluto-blue Day 25, Kali
- Neptune-white Day 24, Gamma
- Uranus-red Day 23, Seli
- Saturn-yellow Day 22, Dali
- Jupiter-blue Day 21, Silio
- Maldek-white Day 20
- Mars-red Day 19
- Earth-yellow Day 6, 18
- Venus-blue Day 5, 17
- Mercury-white Day 4, 16

The Alpha and Omega sign on four of the planet seals (two for Pluto and two for Mercury) indicates that these either begin or complete one of the two flows, GK or SP.

**Plasma Index:**

There are seven radial plasma types. But each type also has four charges - analog, antipode, occult and unified field, so there are actually 28 variations of the seven different radial plasma types. Notice that plasma types 2, 4 and 6 exchange charges in the Analog and Occult Weeks. That is on the Analog Week, plasma types 2,4, and 6 have an occult charge, and in the Occult week these same plasma types have an Analog charge.

Notice that the colors of the first thee plasma types are called Primary, while the colors of the last three types (5,6, and 7) are called Chromatic. Since the first three plasma types constitute a sensory quantum, the sensory quantum is Primary, while the last three types constituting a telepathic quantum are called Chromatic. This means that in relation to a sensory quantum which is a Primary experience, a telepathic quantum is a Chromatic experience, that is to say, an experience of saturated intensity. Since the blue is neither a sensory nor a telepathic function it is referred to as catalytic.

Each plasma type produces a radion which is the lubricating quality of the plasma. The radion is characterized by certain qualities and an “action.” Heat and light are the characteristics of the sensory radions, while the telepathic radions are characterized by sub-atomic qualities which define a primary sphere, of which our earth is a particular highly evolved example. Think about it: Is our Earth a telepathic thought form of some kind?!!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plasma type</th>
<th>Radion characteristics</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Primary Yellow Dali</td>
<td>Thermic (heat producing)</td>
<td>Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Primary Red Seli</td>
<td>Luminic (light producing)</td>
<td>Flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Primary White Gamma</td>
<td>Luminic-Thermic (light and heat producing)</td>
<td>Pacify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Also called “strike force” because now the sensation can “strike” the nervous system with coherent force.</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Chromatic Yellow Alpha</td>
<td>Double-extended electron, South Pole</td>
<td>Release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Chromatic Red Limi</td>
<td>Mental electron, North Pole</td>
<td>Purify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Chromatic White Silio</td>
<td>Mental Electron Neutron, Center of the Earth</td>
<td>Discharge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Plasma Self-generation, Cards 14-20**

On the Daily Plasma cards 14-20 you will notice a small plasma seal adjacent to the main plasma seal of the card. You will also note that the small seals begin with a Dali on the Silio 14 card, and continue the sequence through the small Silio on the Limi 20 card. This is to demonstrate that the plasmas are self-generating. The process of self-generation begins with Silio, the 7th plasma, generating Dali, the first plasma, on the 14th day. Why? because, when the first 14 days are paired with their radial opposites (see below: Participatory Telepathic Time Science) the 14th day completes the primary order of the 28-day radial matrix. Therefore the self-generation of the seven plasmas begins with the 14th day - double power of seven - and continues through Limi 20, which constitutes the highest value of the 20-count system. In this way each plasma generates the plasma which succeeds it. The only plasma which can succeed the last is the first, so that is why the process begins with Silio.

Day 14 White Silio generates Yellow Dali. Antipode color generation  
Day 15 Yellow Dali generates Red Seli. Occult color generation  
Day 16 Red Seli generates White Gamma. Analog color generation  
Day 17 White Gamma generates Blue Kali. Occult color generation  
Day 18 Blue Kali generates Yellow Alpha. Analog color generation  
Day 19 Yellow Alpha generates Red Limi. Occult color generation  

The only Antipode color generation occurs on Day 14, the last day of the White Antipode week. By the law of self-generation only antipodes - opposites - can begin the process of self-generation, and it is the last that must generate the first. This also demonstrates that the seven plasmas operate under the law of the seventh order, where the first, the alpha, is paired with the seventh the omega, thus establishing the Kali as the unmatched 4th power that holds the center. Herein lies the premise of the base ratio of the Law of Time 4:7::7:13.

**Plasma-Chakra Correspondences**

Just as there are seven types of plasmas - called radial plasmas because they radiate their characteristics - so there are traditionally seven chakras - five principle ones and two more or less esoteric ones, the third eye and secret center. The traditional Hindu names are given along with their body locations and the radial plasma type governing that chakra. Think of each chakra as the storage unit for the particular plasma which codes it. Notice that the plasmas seal the chakras in a radial manner starting at the crown then going to the root than back up again to the third eye, moving toward the center until the movement reaches the heart with the seventh plasma type. Remember: each chakra is coded four times with the four different charges of each plasma type. Study the Planet Index and determine which planets are represented in which of your chakras. You are the universe!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chakra name</th>
<th>Bodily Center</th>
<th>Radial plasma type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sahasrara</td>
<td>Crown</td>
<td>Primary Yellow Dali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muladhara</td>
<td>Root</td>
<td>Primary Red Seli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agyan</td>
<td>Third Eye (between the brows)</td>
<td>Primary White Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svadhishthana</td>
<td>Secret Center (between the root and navel)</td>
<td>Catalytic Blue Kali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visuddha</td>
<td>Throat</td>
<td>Chromatic Yellow Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipura</td>
<td>Solar Plexus</td>
<td>Chromatic Red Limi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anahata</td>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>Chromatic White Silio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Plasma-Chakra Affirmations

On the front side of each card there is an affirmation. The same affirmation codes the same Plasma type through each of its four charges. Each day take the daily plasma card and as you place the seal on the appropriate chakra, repeat the affirmation to yourself. This assures that the radion is telepathically activated and stored within the chakra system of your etheric body, or fourth-dimensional holon. The same seven plasma types in their 28 variations code your chakra system as code the Master Time Molecule at the center of the earth. This is what will facilitate the development of your telepathy, your service to the Earth, and your future time travel.

The affirmations are derived from the famous Buddhist yogi and mystic master, Padmasambhava, but are adopted to the characteristics of each of the seven plasma types. The affirmations refer to meditative processes and concentration intended to fortify the holon or etheric body. Padmasambhava means “lotus born one” and is referred to on the Kali cards. To be “lotus born” means to be pure of character. Buddha, means enlightened one or enlightened mind and appears on the Silio cards.

### Quantum Types:

**Week One:** Red Analog Sensory Quantum, Days 1-3  
**Week Two:** White Antipode Sensory Quantum, Days 8-10  
**Week Three:** Blue Occult Sensory Quantum, Days 15-17  
**Week Four:** Yellow Unified Field Sensory Quantum, Days 22-24

**Week One:** Blue Occult Catalytic Kali, Day 4  
**Week Two:** Blue Antipode Catalytic Kali, Day 11  
**Week Three:** Blue Analog Catalytic Kali, Day 18  
**Week Four:** Blue Unified Field Catalytic Kali, Day 25

**Week One:** Red Analog Telepathic Quantum, Days 5-7  
**Week Two:** White Antipode Telepathic Quantum, Days 12-14  
**Week Three:** Blue Occult Telepathic Quantum, Days 19-21  
**Week Four:** Yellow Unified Field Telepathic Quantum, Days 26-28

### Table of Quantum Types

There are two quantum types, sensory and telepathic. Each type has four variations according to the color and nature of the week. These quantum are Earth quanta. Earth experience and Earth time are “slower” than human experience and sense of time. Through cultivating the weekly quanta, you are experiencing for the Earth. That is why it takes three days for each quantum to be established, and one day for the catalytic Kali to establish a bond between the two quanta so they can be converted into the weekly time atom.

The sensory quantum, first three days of every week is represented by a triangle with its apex pointing up. The cards show the location of the three plasmas at each of the angles of the triangle. The telepathic quantum is an inverted triangle with the apex pointing down, and similarly the three plasmas at each of the three angles. Sensory quantum points up because sensation arouses and goes upward. The telepathic quantum points down because it penetrates from above. The Kali is represented by a small blue diamond pattern which remains constant no matter what the color of the week. The Kali plasma catalyzes the three previous plasmas and establishes the bond to connect with the telepathic quantum.
Radion Table:

| Week One: Radion Value = 260 |
| Week Two: Radion Value = 273 |
| = Moon Value 13 plus Week One Radion Value 260 = 273 |
| Week Three: Radion Value 286 |
| = Moon Value 13 plus Radion Value Week Two 273 = 286 |
| Week Four: Radion value 287 |
| = Moon Value 1 plus Radion Value Week Three 286 = 287 |
| = Moon Value 1 plus Week Four Radion Value 287 |
| = 288, Harmonic of Bipolar light. |

Radion refers to the type of telepathic lubricant released by each of the seven different types of radial plasma. Without Radion as its fuel, your time travel vehicle will go nowhere, no matter how many stored Moon value-time travel credits you may have! Radion Value is determined by weekly Moon value but remains constant for each of the seven days of that particular week. While Moon value accumulates every seven days, Radion accumulates weekly until it becomes the bipolar harmonic of light. The cumulative radion value for one Moon is 288 = one seventh the accumulated 2016 Moon value time travel credits, or a ratio of seven time travel credits for one unit of fuel. It is the Radion that fuels the time travel vehicle. It is the Moon value time travel credits that determine the telepathic radius in which time travel vehicle may journey. More information will be forthcoming once you have finished your 7:7::7:7 three-year flight training program. For now it is sufficient to know that the cumulative radion value is stored every Moon at the center of the Master Time Molecule.

One 28-day Moon equals one storage unit of Earth's bipolar harmonic of light.

Tower Card Table
There are four “Tower cards,” indicated by a Tower in the upper right hand corner of cards 1, 6, 23, and 28. Above each tower there is a galactic notation number. These refer to the Kin of the planet which codes that day card (See Planet Index). Tower card 1, when you enter the 28 day cycle, is the foundation of the spirit tower, and tower card 28, the spirit tower is when you leave it. The other two tower cards, 6 and 23, punctuate the sixteen day Cube journey which occurs between days 7-22. Tower card 6, foundation of the navigation tower prepares you for the Cube Journey, while Tower Card 23, navigation tower, awaits you at the other end of it. 16 Cube journey days is 4 x 4, which defines a perfect square, the basis of any cube. To learn more about the Cube Journey you will have to find a Telektonon Game of Prophecy. Note that Tower cards 1 and 6 are coded by the kin that represent planet Earth, while Tower cards 23 and 28 are coded by the kin that represent Uranus. It is the Cube Journey that also accounts for the break in the planetary sequence from SP Earth day 6 to GK Neptune, day 7. GK Neptune is represented by Kin 1, the Red Dragon whose power is birth. So the Cube Journey provides the opportunity to be mystically reborn on a journey where you leave Earth (day 6) and end up by entering heaven (Uranus, day 23).

ER Earth table
There are Seven UR Earth cards, the four Tower cards, plus cards for days 8, 13, and 18. If you study the planet codes for these cards you will see that these are either Earth or Uranus. Uranus is considered Earth's Electromagnetic twin. The interval between their orbits represents the perfect fifth - Earth orbit 3, Uranus orbit 8. UR means Universal Recollection, or Universal Realization. Each of the UR Earths refers to a different aspect of Earth. The sum of these aspects is to create a multi-valued multidimensional vision of Earth. After all, the object of the 28-day cycle of the thirteen moon calendar is to put us humans back in phase with the Earth and, with our expanded knowledge, to Universally Realize that the Earth
is the living body of Universal Recollection.

**Color Code**
The 28-day cycle follows a four-color code: red (Week One), white (week Two), Blue (week three) and Yellow (Week Four). This same color scheme codes the seven plasmas and the ten planets as well as the 20 kin that code the 260 day cycle of the fourth dimensional harmonic matrix, literally enlivening the experience of time. The colors have a set number of relationships with each other described in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code:</th>
<th>Analog Colors: Red-White, Blue-yellow</th>
<th>Mutually supportive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antipode Colors:</td>
<td>Red-Blue, White-Yellow</td>
<td>Giving challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occult Colors:</td>
<td>Red-Yellow, White-Blue</td>
<td>Hidden Power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Participatory Telepathic Time Science**
Your 28 day Calendar is a Radial Matrix where any two numbers radially opposite each other always adds up to 29 - 28 +1. This radial matrix yields two sets of seven double plasma charges. Study two cards a day. See what time number magic you can discover in this way. See how the double charges are either white-yellow, or pure red and pure blue plasma charges. See how the cycle reverses once you reach day 15.

**Seven Outer Double Charges** - Outer Red and Yellow Weeks
Dali 1 + Silio 28 = Dali-Silio 29 Seli 2 + Limi 27 = Seli-Limi 29 Gamma 3 + Alpha 26 = Gamma-Alpha 29
Kali 4 + Kali 25 = Kali-Kali 29 Alpha 5 + Gamma 24 = Alpha-Gamma 29 Limi 6 + Seli 23 = Limi-Seli 29
Silio 7 + Dali 22 = Silio-Dali 29
**Outer Charge Radion Value 547 +1 = 548**

**Seven Inner Double Charges** - Inner Blue and White Weeks
Dali 8 + Silio 21 = Dali-Silio 29 Seli 9 + Limi 20 = Seli-Limi 29 Gamma 10 + Alpha 19 = Gamma-Alpha 29
Kali 11 + Kali 18 = Kali-Kali 29 Alpha 12 + Gamma 17 = Alpha-Gamma 29 Limi 13 + Seli 16 = Limi-Seli 29
Silio 14 + Dali 15 = Silio-Dali 29
**Inner Charge Radion Value 559 (13 x 43)**

Last two weeks, reverse the charges: Dali 15 + Silio 14 = 29, Seli 16 + Limi 13 = 29, etc.

**Total radial sum 29 x 28 = 812 or 116 (29 x 4) x 7**

Congratulations! You are now fully engaged in a three year participatory telepathic time science flight training program! Stay tuned! Time travel is only a matter of time - being on the right Thirteen Moon/28-day time, that is! 7:7:7:7 more than a count of days, it is time science and a prophecy of the Earth for you to play and learn day by day!
Each of the 28 Plasma Cards is an information storage unit. 
The Front is the Plasma Seal Side; 
The Back is the Plasma Quantum Information Side.
28 Cards to Play - Seven Radial Plasma Types - Four Weeks - 28 Plasma Days

1-2-3 = Sensory Quantum
4 = Catalytic Agent
5-8-7 = Telepathic Quantum

Yellow Dali
Red Seli
White Gamma
Blue Kali
Yellow Alpha
Red Limi
White Silio

1 Tower 1
S - Quantum
AD 692 - 880
Baktun 9.13.0.0.0 - 10.0.0.0.0

2 Tower 2
T - Quantum
Cube

3 Week Three
Blue Occult
S - Quantum
AD 2004 - 2011
Baktun 12.19.0.0.0

4 Week Four
Yellow Unified Field
S - Quantum
AD 2012 - 2013
Baktun 12.19.0.0.0 - 13.0.0.0.0

Your 28 day Calendar is a Radial Matrix!

Seven Outer Double Charges - Red and Yellow
Dali 1 + Silio 28 = Dali-Silio 29
Seli 2 + Limi 27 = Seli-Limi 29
Gamma 3 + Alpha 26 = Gamma-Alpha 29
Kali 4 + Kali 25 = Kali-Kali 29
Alpha 5 + Gamma 24 = Alpha-Gamma 29
Limi 6 + Seli 23 = Limi-Seli 29
Silio 7 + Dali 22 = Silio-Dali 29

Seven Inner Double Charges - Blue and White
Dali 8 + Silio 21 = Dali-Silio 29
Seli 9 + Limi 20 = Seli-Limi 29
Gamma 10 + Alpha 19 = Gamma-Alpha 29
Kali 11 + Kali 18 = Kali-Kali 29
Alpha 12 + Gamma 17 = Alpha-Gamma 29
Limi 13 + Seli 16 = Limi-Seli 29
Silio 14 + Dali 15 = Silio-Dali 29

Second two weeks, reverse the charges:
Dali 15 + Silio 14 = 29, Seli 16 + Limi 13 = 29, etc.
Total Radial Sum: 28 x 28 = 812 or 116 (28 x 4) x 7

Every 28 Days Create:
4 Cubes
4 Sensory Quanta
4 Telepathic Quanta
4 Time Atoms
1 Master Time Molecule

Each Plasma Type Codes:
1 of 7 Chakras
1 of 10 Planets, either G-K or S-P
1 of 4 charges: analog, antipode, occult, or unified field

Radiation Value:
Week 1 = 260
Week 2 = 273
Week 3 = 286
Week 4 = 287 - 288

Outer Charge Radiation Value: 547 + 1 = 548
Inner Charge Radiation Value: 559 (13 x 43)